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Layer-by-layer electrostatic self-assembly of nanoscale Fe 3O4 particles
and polyimide precursor on silicon and silica surfaces
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Monolayer and multilayer ultrathin films comprised of nanosized iron oxide (Fe3O4) particles and
polyimide molecules have been fabricated on single crystal silicon and quartz substrates by a novel
layer-by-layer electrostatic self-assembly process. This process involves the alternate dipping of a
substrate into an aqueous solution of anionic polyimide precursor~polyamic acid salt, PAATEA!,
followed by dipping into an aqueous solution of polycation polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride
~PDDA! which coats on nanoscale Fe3O4 particles as a stabilizer. The growth process and the
structure have been characterized using UV-vis spectroscopy, contact angle, and ellipsometry
measurements. The results suggest that well-ordered uniform monolayer and multilayer magnetic
films have been formed on silicon and silica surfaces. A recently developed highly sensitive fiber
optic magnetic field sensor was used to probe the small magnetic field intensity produced by the
multilayer films. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~97!03842-4#
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Magnetic nanoparticles and ultrathin films have attrac
interest from both experimental and theoretical points
view1 because of their potential applications in informati
storage,2 magnetic imaging,3 ferrofluids,4 and magnetic
separation.5 Several different techniques for the constructi
of thin magnetic films have been reported, includi
sputtering,6 vapor trapping,7 carbon arc formation,8 and mo-
lecular beam epitaxy~MBE!.8 However, there are inheren
limitations associated with these methods including very
pensive fabrication equipment, limited film area or thickne
high temperature processing, costly fabrication, and comp
and time-consuming processing.

Here we report a new method for the preparation
monolayer and multilayer magnetic Fe3O4/polyimide films
by a novel molecular self-assembly process. Several s
are involved in our approach. First, nanoscale magnetite
ticles (Fe3O4) were synthesized, according to a method d
scribed elsewhere.9 A mixed aqueous solution of ferric chlo
ride and ferrous chloride was poured into ammoniu
solution. The instantaneously formed black precipitate w
separated by centrifugation without washing with wat
Then, the precipitate was redissolved and ultrasonically
tated in an aqueous solution of poly~diallyldimethylammo-
nium chloide! ~PDDA! at a pH of 8.5. The coagulation an
precipitation of these particles were prevented by the ads
tion of cationic polyelectrolyte~PDDA!. The resulting dark-
brown Fe3O4 solution is stable over a period of months a
is sensitive to the pH values of the water solution. The ty
cal size of the PDDA-coated magnetite particles is about
nm, as demonstrated by transmission electron microsc
~TEM! in Fig. 1.

It is commonly known that any study of nanosized p
ticles must insure against surface oxidation. This is parti
larly a problem for iron-based materials, because surface
dation can cause a reduction in total magnetization.10 On the
other hand, polyimides have an excellent combination
thermal stability, chemical resistivity, very high mechanic
strength even at high temperature, low thermal expans
Appl. Phys. Lett. 71 (16), 20 October 1997 0003-6951/97/71(16)/
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coefficient and dielectric constant, and extremely low mo
ture uptake, so may serve as good candidates for the pro
tion of formed iron oxide layers. Therefore, a thermoplas
polyimide precursor polyamic acid salt~PAATEA! of Ul-
tem™ with controlled molecular weight~Mw530 000 g/
mole, after the imidization11! was obtained and used as a
ionic polyelectrolyte inserted as a protective layer betwe
alternating iron oxide particle layers.

Third, the fabrication of ~PDDA:Fe3O4!/PAATEA
monolayer and multilayer films was carried out as follow

FIG. 1. Transmission electron micrograph of average 10 nm diameter
oxide particles coated with PDDA in the aqueous dispersion.
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The substrates used were single crystal silicon p-111, qua
and optical glass. Well cleaned slides were immersed i
1% volume solution of ~N-2-aminoethyl-3-aminopropyl!
trimethoxysilane~APS, 94%, Huls America, Inc.! in toluene
for two hours at a temperature of 46 °C. After silanizatio
the slides were ultrasonically agitated for two minutes ea
in pure toluene, a toluene/methanol~1:1! mixture twice, and
pure methanol twice, then thoroughly rinsed with ultrapu
water. Thus a monolayer of APS with amine functionaliti
was covalently anchored onto the substrate which was to
protonated, and a positively charged surface was provide
the proper pH ranges. The slide was then immersed in a
~w/w! aqueous solution of PAATEA with a pH of 8.5 for 1
min, then rinsed extensively with ultrapure water and blo
dry with nitrogen gas. Subsequently, the slide was dipp
into the cationic solution of~Fe3O4:PDDA!/H2O ~3/1.5/50,
w/w! with a pH of 8.5 for 10 min, followed by thorough
washing with water and drying with nitrogen gas. By repe
tion of this simple two-step process in a cyclic fashion,
ternating layer-by-layer molecular self-assembly of one la
of PAATEA and one layer of PDDA:Fe3O4 nanoparticles
into multilayer films was obtained, and in principle, there
no limit for the final thickness.

The spontaneous, layer-by-layer self-assembly of
cationic PDDA:Fe3O4 nanoparticles between the anion
polyamic acid salt~PAATEA! layers is based on the ioni
attraction developed between the oppositely charged spe
which promotes strong interlayer adhesion and a unifo
and linear multilayer deposition process.12 The key to a regu-
lar multilayer buildup is the reversal of the surface charge
each adsorbed layer, as shown in Fig. 2. Since iron ox
nanoparticles in a dispersion will rapidly aggregate if n
provided with a potential energy barrier to prevent it, t
cationic polyelectrolyte PDDA is used as a stabilizer to a
chor on the particle surfaces and guarantee the requisite p
tive charge on the particles. On the other hand, the stab
of the anionic polyamic acid salt~PAATEA! is dependent on

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the formation of multilayer ultrathin ma
netic films by electrostatic molecular self-assembly process.
2266 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 71, No. 16, 20 October 1997
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the pH values and temperature. Therefore, the proces
variables must be adjusted to ensure the optimal condit
for the construction of monolayer and multilayer films bas
on the electrostatic self-assembly process. The thicknes
bilayer of ~PDDA:Fe3O4!/PAATEA is determined to be 11
nm by ellipsometry measurements.

A contact angle goniometer was used to probe
growth of the alternating multilayer structures. Whitesid
et al. and others have shown, qualitatively, the wettability
a solid is determined by the structure of its outermost f
angstroms,13 so one would expect that the contact ang
should vary if a solid is modified by an electrostat
multilayer film. Water contact angles measured for the o
ermost surface of the~PDDA:Fe3O4!/PAATEA multilayer
films with increasing number of layers from 1 to 36~18
bilayers! are shown in Fig. 3. For an APS modified silicon
silica surface, the water contact angle is 52°. After one la
of anionic polyamic acid salt~PAATEA! is adsorbed on the
surface, the water contact angle is increased to 65°. Then
contact angle rises to 80° when cationic PDDA modifi
particles are deposited on the surface~the higher the water
contact angle, the more hydrophobic the surface!. It can be
seen that the average water contact angle oscillates acco
to which molecules form the outermost layer~PDDA:Fe3O4)
and PAATEA, and remains about the same after 36 lay
~18 bilayers! are deposited onto the positively charged s
face ~APS modified silicon surface!. This clearly demon-
strates that the consecutive adsorption of anionic PAAT
and cationic PDDA:Fe3O4 is stepwise and the depositio
process is very consistent from layer to layer and hig
reproducible.

Optical UV-vis spectroscopy was also used to charac
ize the growth of the multilayer structures and the amoun
material deposited per layer. Optical absorbance spectra
lowing the deposition process and growth
~PDDA:Fe3O4!/PAATEA multilayer films on a modified
quartz slide are shown in Fig. 4. By UV-vis spectroscopy
linear deposition pattern of 17 bilayers film is observed w

FIG. 3. Contact angle on the surface of~PDDA:Fe3O4!/PAATEA multilayer
films as a function of number of layers.
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 This a
respect to the number of bilayers of films, yielding an av
age optical density of 0.04560.030~at 225 nm! per bilayer.
The linear nature of the plot suggests that each layer
sorbed contributes an equal amount of material to the
film.

Methods for measuring very small magnetic fields ty
cally involve use of superconducting quantum interferen
devices~SQUID!, which are very expensive and require s
percooling. Recently, a fiber optic magnetic sensor with
sensitivity of 100 nanotesla has been developed in
laboratory14 and we used it to evaluate the magnetic fl
density of the fabricated thin-films. The distance between
specimen plane and the sensor was 2 cm. Samples havi
4, 8, and 16 bilayers were studied, the corresponding va
of the magnetic flux density perpendicular to the film pla
were 2000, 4000, 6000, and 12 000 nT. This yielded an
erage magnetic flux density per bilayer of 850 nT at a d
tance of 2 cm. One would expect that a sharp increas
magnetic field intensity would be obtained as the film pla
approaches the sensor. Further detailed magnetic mea
ments are in progress.

These preliminary results indicate that an electrost
molecular self-assembly process can be used to cons
monolayer and multilayer magnetic films in which a hig
performance and moisture-adsorption free polyimide is sa
wiched. One of the advantages of this technique is that

FIG. 4. Optical absorbance spectra of~PDDA:Fe3O4!/PAATEA multilayer
films @~a! 17 bilayers;~b! 12 bilayers;~c! 8 bilayers; and~d! 1 bilayer# with
inset showing the linear relationship between absorbance at 225 nm
number of bilayers deposited.
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 71, No. 16, 20 October 1997
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thickness of each layer can be varied at A˚ ngström level, so
the electrical resistance can be varied at very high precis
which will be very promising for the fabrication of gian
magnetoresistance~GMR! devices. In future work, we hope
to demonstrate that this new process of magnetic film form
tion can be carried out with several quite different function
materials such as conjugated polymers, and nanosized
als. This remarkably simple technique provides molecu
level control over the thickness and complicated architect
of multilayer magnetic, conducting,15 and luminescent
films.16 Thus it offers a potentially powerful strateg
for fabricating nanomagnetic, nanoelectronic-magne
nanomagnetic-optical, and nanomagnetic-electrolumines
devices.

The authors would like to thank Professor R. Davis fo
gift of PAATEA solutions and are indebted to K. D. Oh an
J Ranade for the measurement of magnetic flux density.
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